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NEW TITLES
SHIPPING
IN MAY
UBER #1
KIERON GILLEN |
CAANAN WHITE

From the jaws of defeat,
the Nazi war machine is
resurrected by walking
battleship superhuman
soldiers who turn the
tide of World War II.
Kieron Gillen unveils his
epic new monthly series,
which rewrites history with a horrifying twist!
Super soldiers now turn the machinations of
the Twentieth Century’s greatest madman
into reality. The Ubers are here and the
world will tremble at their feet. But a deeply
entrenched spy could be the difference in
seeing the world remade in the Nazi vision
and the Allies finding a way to stem the tide.
SUICIDE RISK #1
MIKE CAREY | ELENA CASAGRANDE

Super-powered people are inexplicably rising
from the streets and there’s a big problem: Too
many supervillains, not enough superheroes.
Heroes are dying, and cops are dying twofold.
Humanity is under-powered and good people are
suffering untold tragedies trying to stem the flow.
Beat cop Leo Winters is one of those struggling
to make a difference. And the answer just might
come in the form of two lowlifes with a dark secret.
A new ongoing series by award-winning author Mike Carey (X-Men,
The Unwritten) and fan-favorite artist Elena Casagrande (Hulk, Hack/
Slash). Suicide Risk is a high octane, mind-bending series created by
one of the industry’s greatest storytellers.

COMICS

THE BLACK BAT #1
BRIAN BUCCELLATO |
RONAN CLIQUET

ADVENTURE TIME
ANNUAL #1
ROGER LANGRIDGE |
DEREK FRIDOLFS |
DUSTIN NGUYEN |
AND MORE

The fun will never end
in this special expanded
Adventure Time Annual!
Featuring some of the
hottest talent in comics
today putting their creative spin on the land
of Ooo! A great tool for bringing readers into
the series and an awesome book for diehard Adventure Time fans!

CLIVE BARKER’S
NEW GENESIS #1
CLIVE BARKER |
MARK MILLER |
HAEMI JANG

It’s the first original comic
series
created
and
written by Clive Barker!
Julian Demond has left
behind everything to
begin a walkabout on a
mission from God. He comes across a figure
unlike any other, who calls himself Wick…
and claims to be God. Their journey will span
the globe, as neither man merely wants to
make a mark on the world, but a scar.

BATTLESTAR
GALACTICA #1
DAN ABNETT |
ANDY LANNING |
CEZAR RAZEK

Set in classic Battlestar
Galactica continuity, this
series celebrates 35
years of the epic space
opera when, following a
surprise Cylon attack,
Adama and the crew of the Galactica are
forced to deploy Dr Zee’s experimental
temporal weapons with unexpected results
that leave Apollo and Starbuck lost in time
and space in an alternate reality with no
Galactica and no way of returning home!

A classic pulp from
the 30’s returns in
this modern take on a
seminal character that
inspired several wellknown comic icons.
Tony Quinn is a brash
Defense Attorney to the
mob who compromises his ethics for financial
gain. When he refuses to cross the line and
commit murder, he is tortured and blinded by
his gangster employers. But when a fortuitous
meeting with a covert agency gives him a
chance to make amends, Tony transforms into
the Black Bat and embarks on a redemptive
quest to right the wrongs of his past.
DAMSELS:
MERMAIDS #1
MATT STURGES |
JEAN-PAUL DESHONG

The Little Mermaid’s
fairy tale had a happy
ending… but not for
her. Now she lives a
secluded life away from
her people, angry at the
world, courting danger at
every turn, and daring death to find her. When
a handsome prince is exiled on her lonely
island, he offers her a chance to pay the world
back, asking for her aid in his battle against
the oppressive Hieromancers of Atlantis. But
can she trust him? Or is he simply the next
charming prince in line to betray her?
GRIMM #1
DAVID GREENWALT |
JIM KOUF | MARC GAFFEN
| KYLE MCVEY |
JOSÉ MALAGA

Set in the world of the
acclaimed NBC series,
Grimm,
Homicide
Detective Nick Burkhardt
of the Portland Police
Bureau learns he is
descended from a line of guardians known
as “Grimms,” charged with keeping balance
between humanity and the mythological
creatures called “Wesen.” Beginning this issue,
Kelly (Nick’s mom) begins her quest to destroy
the Coins of Zakynthos.
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AKANEIRO #1
JUSTIN ACLIN |
VASILIS LOLOS

From
the
brilliant
imagination of video
game auteur American
McGee
comes
a
dazzling reenvisioning
of Red Riding Hood set
in the wondrous world
of Japanese folklore! Justin Aclin and Vasilis
Lolos take Kania young woman torn between
two cultureson an epic adventure battling
devious yokai for the fate of her world! Based
on the hot new game by American McGee’s
Spicy Horse Games!
THE DEEP SEA
(ONE SHOT)
JIMMY PALMIOTTI |
JUSTIN GRAY | TONY AKINS

Paul Barry’s obsession
with the ocean took a
turn when his crew’s
vessel was lost in a deep
sea descent mission—
with his crew inside.
Fifty-five years later, with the recovery of the
ship, Paul is about to discover the horrific
mysteries of time and the abyss. From the
pages of Dark Horse Presents.
By acclaimed writers Jimmy Palmiotti and
Justin Gray (Creator-Owned Heroes, Jonah
Hex) and Wonder Woman artist Tony Akins!

EDGAR ALLAN POE’S
THE FALL OF THE
HOUSE OF USHER #1
RICHARD CORBEN

A sickness resides in
the house of Usher.
Its history is cursed,
its tenants plagued by
abominable love, and
it’s hallways lined with
coffins and the rotted dead. Things are about
to get worse.
An incestuous nightmare brought to you by
horror legend Richard Corben.

KING CONAN: HOUR
OF THE DRAGON #1
TIMOTHY TRUMAN |
TOMÁS GIORELLO

King Conan has faced
many threats to his
throne in Aquilonia—
but none more deadly
than
a
traitorous
alliance backed by the
resurrected
sorcerer
Xaltotun, at whose command mountains
crumble!
Adapts Robert E. Howard’s only Conan novel
in two six-issue miniseries with the return of
a fan-favorite Conan creative team!
With The Legend of Conan announced for
2014, Conan is essential reading!

DREAM THIEF #1
JAI NITZ |
GREG SMALLWOOD

After
stealing
an
Aboriginal mask from a
museum, John Lincoln
realizes that the spirits
of the vengeful dead are
possessing his body and
mind while he sleeps!
His old problems have been replaced by
bloody hands and the disposal of bodies—
and now remembering where he spent last
night has never been more important!
Bram Stoker Award winner Jai Nitz and Greg
Smallwood craft a gritty, fast-paced drama.
Cover by Alex Ross!

MICHAEL AVON
OEMING’S THE
VICTORIES #1
MICHAEL AVON OEMING

Following the Jackal’s
faceoff with Faustus
and an attack on the
US infrastructure, the
Victories face a plague
of new evils threatening
their city. Who is trying to destroy our nation?
Can the Victories overcome their own
spiritual demons to keep the team together
and save the world?
Now an ongoing series!

MISTER X:
EVICTION #1

MIKE MIGNOLA |
JOHN ARCUDI |
KEVIN NOWLAN

DEAN MOTTER |
HAMID BAHRAMI

Dean Motter and his
groundbreaking creation
are back in a new series
perfect for first-time
readers and longtime
fans! Radiant City’s
government has been
overtaken in a coup, and only the mysterious
Mister. X can stop its new masters from using
authoritarian psychetecture to remake the
minds of every citizen!
From visionary artist and designer Dean
Motter!
A great jumping-on point to the classic series!
Features an additional, standalone Mister X
tale!

NEW TITLES SHIPPING IN MAY
COMICS

LOBSTER JOHNSON:
SATAN SMELLS A
RAT (ONE SHOT)

X #1
DUANE SWIERCZYNSKI |
ERIC NGUYEN

The artist of Hellboy:
Buster Oakley Gets His
Wish returns for two-gun
vengeance!
Someone is killing off
skid row bums and dumping their corpses.
The only one who can deliver justice is
Hellboy’s favorite gun-blazing vigilante.

The enigmatic vigilante X
has shattered Arcadia’s
criminal triumvirate, the
Three Pigs, and fixed his
eye on an even tougher
target. But with the
police department AND
the crime establishment teamed up against
him, muckraking blogger Leigh Ferguson
may be X’s only ally! The brutal story of Dark
Horse’s bloodiest hero begins anew!
Swierczynski and Nguyen relaunch the
classic Dark Horse vigilante!
X is the letter of the law!
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NEW TITLES SHIPPING
IN MAY
ADVENTURES OF
SUPERMAN #1
ORSON SCOTT CARD |
AARON JOHNSTON |
JEFF PARKER |
CHRIS SPROUSE |
KARL STORY |
CHRIS SAMNEE

Don’t miss the debut of
this all-new, digital-first
series starring The Man
of Tomorrow, written and illustrated by some
of comics’ finest talents!
Journey into Superman’s past in a tale written
by acclaimed Ender’s Game author Orson
Scott Card and Aaron Johnston, with art by
Tom Strong’s Chris Sprouse and Karl Story!
Plus, witness Superman’s first encounter
with the work of Lex Luthor, brought to you
by Jeff Parker (Hulk) and Chris Samnee
(Daredevil)!
CATWOMAN
ANNUAL #1
ANN NOCENTI |
ARDIAN SYAF

BATMAN:
THE DARK KNIGHT
ANNUAL #1

It’s Cat vs. Bird for the
dark heart of Gotham
City!
Kicking
off
an
explosive new storyline
that continues into
Catwoman, Selina must choose work
for a master—or pay a high price for her
freedom!
EARTH 2 ANNUAL #1

GREGG HURWITZ |
SZYMON KUDRANSKI

JAMES ROBINSON |
YILDIRAY CINAR |
CAFU | JULIUS GOPEZ

In “Once Upon a Midnight
Dreary” three of The
Dark Knight’s greatest
foes unite in to tackle the
threat of Batman headon! Will the diabolical
scheming of Scarecrow, Mad Hatter and The
Penguin be too much for Batman to handle?

The new Batman of
Earth 2 debuts as The
Atom begins a mission
to lead a new team
of heroes—but are
any of them prepared
for the threat they’re
about to face?

COMICS

THE GREEN TEAM #1

THE MOVEMENT #1

ART BALTAZAR | FRANCO |
IG GUARA

GAIL SIMONE |
FREDDIE WILLIAMS II

Inventors!
Explorers!
Adventurers! Do you
need money to finance
an important project?
Then you should set
up a meeting with The
Green Team!
Nature of world-changing idea: ......................
Amount requested: ........................................
Does your project have the potential to:
Fracture space-time? 
Replace the combustion engine? 
Attract extraterrestrial attention? 
Prove/disprove existence of deities? 
Piss off The Justice League? 
Render the human body obsolete? 
If any of the above are checked, please fill
out liability release form GT2013-05. Send
any 82 drawings, plans, models, or photos
with request.
MASTERS OF THE
UNIVERSE: THE
ORIGIN OF HORDAK #1
KEITH GIFFEN |
BRIAN KEENE |
SCOTT KOBLISH

How does one go about
becoming a demigod?
And, what the heck is
a demigod anyway?
These questions and
more will be answered in Masters Of The
Universe: The Origin Of Hordak!
Travel to the distant past and learn how
the old gods died and how Hordak went
from being a conquerer of the cosmos to
something very like a god.
RED HOOD AND
THE OUTLAWS
ANNUAL #1
JAMES TYNION IV |
AL BARRIONUEVO

Arsenal finally confronts
Green Arrow, but it may
be a short-lived reunion
as someone from their
past has targeted them
both. Find out what the
feud between Arsenal and Green Arrow is
about, along with secrets from Roy Harper’s
history.

We are faceless. We are
limitless. We see all. And
we do not forgive.
Who
defends
the
powerless against the
greedy and the corrupt?
Who
protects
the
homeless and poverty-stricken from those who
would prey upon them in the dark of night?
When those who are sworn to protect us
abuse their power, when toxic government
calls down super-human lackeys to force
order upon the populace...finally, there is a
force, a citizen’s army, to push order back.
Let those who abuse the system know this
as well: We have our own super humans
now. They are not afraid of your badges or
leagues. And they will not be silenced.
We are your neighbors. We are your coworkers. And we are your children.
SMALLVILLE:
SEASON 11 SPECIAL #1
BRYAN Q. MILLER |
AXEL GIMENEZ |
DIANA EGEA

Detective John Jones,
the Martian Manhunter,
steps into the Smallville
spotlight in “Effigy,” a
stand-alone adventure!
A grisly murder in
Gotham City sends Martian Manhunter on
a quest to confront his past. Guest-starring
Batman and Nightwing!
THE WAKE #1
SCOTT SNYDER |
SEAN MURPHY

When Marine Biologist
Lee Archer is approached
by the Department of
Homeland Security for
help with a new threat,
she declines, but quickly
realizes they won’t take
no for an answer. Soon she is plunging to
the depths of the Arctic Circle to a secret,
underwater oilrig where they’ve discovered
something miraculous and terrifying...
Writer Scott Snyder (Batman, American
Vampire) and artist Sean Murphy (Punk Rock
Jesus) bring their acclaimed talents to this
sci-fi/horror epic that explores the horrors of
the deep, probes the origins of human history,
and leaps far beyond to a frightening future.
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NEW
TITLES
SHIPPING
IN MAY

DOOMSDAY.1 #1

THE BOUNCE #1

JOHN BYRNE

JOE CASEY | DAVID MESSINA

The Earth may have
dodged a bullet on
12/21/2012, but there
are worse things in store
for our little blue planet.
Seven
adventurers
aboard the International
Space Station watch in
horror as most of the world is decimated by
a monster solar flare. And their only choice
is to return to the surface, and face whatever
awaits them there!

THE DREAM
MERCHANT #1

HALF PAST DANGER #1
STEPHEN MOONEY

Dames.Dinosaurs.Danger.
Summer, 1943, and in
the midst of a war waged
by
monsters,
Staff
Sergeant Tommy ‘Irish’
Flynn never expected
to encounter a real one.
But on a remote island in
the South Pacific, Flynn and his squad come
face-to-fanged-face with creatures long
thought dead.
TRANSFORMERS
PRIME:
BEAST HUNTERS #1
MAIRGHREAD SCOTT |
MIKE JOHNSON |
AGUSTIN PADILLA

Beast Hunters! They
were
there
when
Cybertron
fell—but
what happened to the
Dinobots for the past few
thousand years? Here’s a hint—Grimlock
and company haven’t been sitting around
and relaxing! The time is now—the place is
Cybertron—and the recipe is action!
TRANSFORMERS
SPOTLIGHT: HOIST
JAMES ROBERTS |
AGUSTIN PADILLA

Face off! Hoist has
always managed to fade
into the background:
until now. Trapped on
an alien planet with
a narcissist, half a
scientist and a creature
that may or may not turn into a catapult, the
Lost Light’s mild-mannered maintenance
engineer must confront the five most
dangerous Decepticons ever.

COMICS

First issue spectacular!
Meet
the
ultimate
slacker superhero for
the 21st Century! Jasper
Jenkins is a super-head
and a super-hero! He’s
relatable and reliable
and he’s embarking on
the adventure of a lifetime! The sensational
debut of the new feel-good hero of the
decade! You can’t afford to miss it!

NATHAN EDMONDSON |
KONSTANTIN NOVOSADOV

TEN GRAND #1
J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI
| BEN TEMPLESMITH

Joe Fitzgerald was
a mob enforcer until
the day he met Laura,
who convinced him to
leave that world behind.
Before quitting, Joe
agreed to one last job,
little realizing that the man he’d been sent to
kill was deeply involved in demonlogy. He
survived Joe’s attempt and came after him,
fatally wounding Joe and killing Laura. As
he lay dying, an angelic force (who may or
may not be what she appears) pointed out
that where she is going, he can’t follow, and
where he is going, he wouldn’t want her to
follow. But if he will agree to work for them as
a different kind of enforcer, they will bring him
to life and keep on bringing him to life every
time he is killed in a righteous cause. The
reward: for those five minutes of death, he
will be with Laura again. Would you endure
an eternity of pain and death, dying over
and over, to be with the woman you love for
just five minutes each time you died? Most
people might say no. But Joe Fitzgerald isn’t
most people.
A bold new era begins with the longanticipated return of Joe’s Comics, the
imprint that brought you Midnight Nation and
Rising Stars. All-new stories from J. Michael
Straczynski (Babylon 5, Jeremiah, Thor,
Amazing Spider-Man, Superman: Earth
One) return in 2013 with an action packed
line up featuring everything from superhero
action to supernatural thrillers. Watch this
space as a new wave of exciting, challenging
and experimental stories begins!

“Part One.”
A double-size issue
to kick off a new scifi series from Nathan
Edmondson
and
newcomer Konstantin
Novosadov. Haunted by recurring dreams, a
boy named Winslow is hunted by mysterious
beings and protected by an old traveler. Soon
Winslow will realize that what is in his dreams
is what the rest of the world has been made
to forget--and what strange entities will stop
at nothing to erase from his mind.

CAPTAIN UNIVERSE:
THE HERO WHO
COULD BE YOU #1
BILL MANTLO |
GERRY CONWAY |
TONY ISABELLA |
GLENN HERDLING |
STEVE DITKO |
JUNE BRIGMAN |
SCOTT MCDANIEL

Captain Universe has
joined the Avengers! But
who — or what — is this cosmic hero? In
times of crisis, the Enigma Force manifests,
empowering an innocent bystander to avert
the catastrophe! See Captain Universe
touch the lives of an astronaut, twin sisters,
a burglar, a troubled teen, a toddler, SpiderMan’s college professor…and a dog?! It’s
an all-star assemblage of the Uni-Power’s
earliest appearances!
Collecting Marvel Spotlight (1979) #9-11,
and material from Marvel Fanfare (1982)
#25, Web Of Spider-Man Annual #5-6, and
What If? (1989) #31.
IRON MAN #258.1
DAVID MICHELINIE |
DAVE ROSS | BOB LAYTON

Micheline. Layton. Two
voices that defined Iron
Man come together to
tell the untold story of his
most dire hour – Armor
Wars 2!
KICK-ASS 3 #1
MARK MILLAR |
JOHN ROMITA JR.

AVENGERS:
THE ENEMY WITHIN #1
KELLY SUE DECONNICK |
SCOTT HEPBURN

The opening salvo to
the hotly anticipated
Avengers / Captain
Marvel four part event!
Can’t keep a good
Captain down! Vicious
echoes of the Avengers’ past are cropping up
all over Manhattan…and a grounded Captain
Marvel refuses to be left behind. Who is the
sinister figure behind these incursions and
what does it have to do with Carol Danvers’
mysterious condition?
But is this villain real or just a figment of Captain
Marvel’s increasingly deadly imagination?

Kick-Ass and Hit-Girl’s
blockbuster return for
the last ever story arc
of Mark Millar and John
Romita Jr’s mega-selling
series. Hit-Girl’s in jail,
leaving Kick-Ass to lead
the superhero team of Justice Forever. Their
first mission: Bust Hit-Girl out of the clink. But
superheroes have now been outlawed, leaving
Kick-Ass to dodge both cops and criminals.
For the first time since donning the costume,
Kick-Ass is beginning to have his doubts. Is he
now in too deep to get out? The phenomenal
follow-up to the Kick-Ass 2 movie coming this
June. Issue #1 features six different covers
by the industry’s biggest artists, all available
for order. Each cover will feature a different
character, and when all six covers are linked,
a special message will be revealed.
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NOVEL IDEAS
STAR WARS:
AGENT OF THE
EMPIRE VOL. 2:
HARD TARGETS
OSTRANDER | FABBRI
Dark Horse, 128 Pages

When the current Count
Dooku is assassinated—and
Boba Fett is framed for the
deed—the Count’s young heir
becomes a political pawn. Agent
Cross has his orders, but when the
boy’s fate is left to a murderous
uncle, an angry bounty hunter,
and two lethal ladies, Cross
changes his mission!
Guest-starring Boba Fett, Princess
Leia, and Darth Vader!

ACE Comics pick of the best new graphic
novels and collected editions arriving
from May onwards

SLOTT | STEGMAN |
CAMUNCOLI
Marvel, 112 Pages

DOCTOR WHO:
PRISONERS OF
TIME VOL. 1

ALL-NEW X-MEN
VOL. 2: HERE TO
STAY PREMIERE HC

TIPTON | TIPTON |
FRASER | SULLIVAN
IDW Publishing, 104 Pages

BENDIS | MARQUEZ |
IMMONEN
Marvel, 136 Pages

November 23, 1963: A day that changed the
world forever. That day saw the broadcast
debut of Doctor Who, which was to become
the longest-running science-fiction series
on television. And now, 50 years later, we
pay tribute to one of the greatest pop-culture
heroes of all time with this special series,
which tells an epic adventure featuring
all 11 incarnations of the intrepid traveler
through time and space known simply as…
the Doctor.
All 11 Doctors! Collects issues #1-4.

TWO GUNS:
SECOND SHOT
DELUXE EDITION
GRANT | SANTOLOUCO
Boom!, 144 Pages

SUPERMAN VOL. 1:
WHAT PRICE
TOMORROW?
PEREZ | MERINO |
SCOTT | SCOTT
DC, 144 Pages

Metropolis fears him—and The Daily Planet
agrees. In this new paperback, the young
Man of Steel must dodge public scrutiny
and stop a monstrous threat to Metropolis –
one that he somehow is the cause of!
Collecting issues #1-6 of the DC Comics –
The New 52 series!

COMICS

SUPERIOR
SPIDER-MAN VOL. 1:
MY OWN WORST
ENEMY

Now a major motion picture starring Denzel
Washington and Mark Wahlberg!
Trench is a deep-cover DEA agent.Steadman
is an undercover Naval Intelligence officer.
Both think the other is a simple gun-for- hire,
the perfect accomplice to help steal a bank
vault full of mob money for the good guys.
And neither realizes that their caper is a
gigantic double-cross from the mob, who’s
just tricked both men into stealing $50 million
from the CIA! Now Trench and Steadman
race headlong across the Southwest, guns
blazing, desperately outrunning Feds and
mobsters alike while scrambling madly to
find some way of clearing both their names
before they’re carved on tombstones!
Written by comics legend Steven Grant and
drawn by rising star Mateus Santolouco, 2
Guns is a lightning-paced, plot-rich crime
thriller!

Yesterday’s X-Men continue to adjust to a
present day that’s simultaneously more
awe-inspiring and more disturbing than any
future the young heroes had ever imagined
for themselves. And things get even
more dangerous when the villainous duo
Mystique and Sabretooth target our young
time-travelers — starting with Cyclops!
Plus: How will Earth’s Mightiest Heroes
react to the time-swept X-Men? Find out
when the Avengers visit the Jean Grey
School! But they’re not the only ones to do
so, as the outlaw Uncanny X-Men drop by
for a recruiting session. Who will join the
adult Cyclops and his revolutionary crew?
The answer will shock you! All this — and
the original five X-Men get new costumes!
Acclaimed writer Brian Michael Bendis
further defines the future — and the past —
of the X-Men!
Collecting ALL-NEW X-MEN #6-10.

Peter Parker spent a lifetime fighting to
improve the world, but his story ended
dramatically with a final, fatal sacrifice.
Now, Peter’s arch-enemy Dr. Octopus has
taken control of his body — and his life.
Otto Octavius is Spider-Man! And he’s
determined to prove himself Superior to
his former foe in every way. But his baptism
of fire will come when he faces down the
new Sinister Six! Is the new Spider-Man in
cahoots with J. Jonah Jameson? And has
Carlie Cooper figured out his secret identity?
Plus: Spider-Man and Mary Jane “reunited”!
The return of the Vulture! And how many
people must die before the Superior SpiderMan will kill a super villain? Find out as Otto
battles Massacre, with hundreds of lives
in the balance! A new era of web-slinging
excitement starts NOW!
Collecting Superior Spider-Man #1-5.

HARLAN
ELLISON’S 7
AGAINST CHAOS
HC
ELLISON | CHADWICK
DC, 208 Pages

THE BOYS:
DEFINITIVE
EDITION VOL. 1 HC
ENNIS | ROBERTSON |
SNEJBJERG
Dynamite, 368 Pages

Back in print for the first time in 3 years!
The series draped in controversy is now
presented in its “definitive” edition as
Dynamite present the first 14 issues of the
acclaimed series in one massive, oversized
hardcover! Featuring some ever-so-slight
tweaks the creators have meticulously
restored, The Boys Definitive Edition
Volume One also features a ton of bonus
art materials, the script to issue #4 by Garth
Ennis, a complete cover gallery, and more!

Harlan Ellison, science fiction’s brightest
luminary, has joined forces with multi-awardwinning artist Paul Chadwick, creator of
Concrete, to bring you 7 Against Chaos, a
graphic novel that is singular, powerful and
unpredictable. This extraordinary odyssey
of mystery and adventure will take you to
the rim of reality and beyond.
In a distant future, Earth is in grave danger:
The fabric of reality itself is unraveling,
leading to catastrophic natural disasters,
displaced souls appearing from bygone
eras, and sudden, shocking cases of
spontaneous combustion. The only hope for
Earth’s survival is a force of seven warriors,
each with his or her special abilities. But
can these alien Seven Samurai learn to
get along in time to find the source of the
gathering chaos and save all of reality?
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BORDERLANDS:
ORIGINS

DEADPOOL
KILLUSTRATED

BEDLAM VOL. 1

NEUMANN | PADILLA
IDW Publishing, 104 Pages

BUNN | LOLLI
Marvel, 96 Pages

SPENCER | ROSSMO
Image, 178 Pages

For the millions of fans of the smash-hit video
game Borderlands, a lingering question
exists: how did the Vault Hunters get on the
bus with Marcus in the first place? Find out
how Roland got on the bus with Mordecai,
Lilith, and Brick in this exciting look at the
soldiers of the Crimson Lance and what
made him leave their ranks and search for
the Vault.

GHOST: IN THE
SMOKE AND DIN
DECONNICK | NOTO |
FRISON | ROSS
Dark Horse, 136 Pages

One warm night in Chicago’s Resurrection
Cemetery,
paranormal
investigators
Vaughn and Tommy accidentally summon a
beautiful, transparent woman. Their search
for her true identity uncovers a dark, hidden
history of the city and a deadly alliance
between political corruption and demonic
science! In the middle of it all stands a
woman trapped between two worlds!
Collects Ghost #0-#4.
BEFORE
WATCHMEN:
COMEDIAN /
RORSCHACH
DELUXE EDITION HC
AZZARELLO |
BERMEJO | JONES
DC, 256 Pages

‘Comedian’ plants the famed war hero within
the context of modern American history, as
we discover the role he played in the Vietnam
War and the Kennedy assassination while
in Rorschach, Brian Azzarello shows one of
the most dangerous vigilantes the comics
world become even darker.
Collects Before Watchmen: Comedian #1-6
and Before Watchmen: Rorschach #1-4.

COMICS

Deadpool has already killed every hero in
the Marvel Universe, but he isn’t through.
This time…Deadpool’s gonna take down the
most famous characters in classic literature!
Why read a book when you can watch a
book die?! Tom Sawyer gets slashed in
Twain! The Little Women’s throats may
get all-cut! Scrooge gets a visit from three
bullets! Gulliver gets a swift death! The
Three Musketeers are all for done! Sherlock
Holmes gets to the bottom of his own grave!
And more book-related puns! Can Deadpool
rid the universe of the scourge of classical
literature? Throw away your library card and
buy this book! You never knew how badly
you needed this!
Collecting Deadpool Killustrated #1-4.

One of the hottest new series of the year
gets its first, new reader friendly-priced
collection!
Fillmore Press was once Madder Red, a
homicidal maniac and criminal overlord who
ruled the city of Bedlam. Now he’s been
cured of his mania, and says he wants to
help protect the place he once terrorized –
but can he be trusted?
Collects Bedlam #1-6.

BATMAN AND
ROBIN VOL. 1:
BORN TO KILL
TOMASI | GLEASON |
GRAY
DC, 192 Pages

THOR: GOD OF
THUNDER VOL. 1:
THE GOD BUTCHER
PREMIERE HC

The first eight issues of the hit DC Comics
– The New 52 series is collected for the
first time in trade paperback! Batman and
Damian – the new Robin – are driven apart
by the insidious Nobody!

AARON | RIBIC
Marvel, 136 Pages

Throughout the ages, gods have been
vanishing, their mortal worshippers left in
chaos. NOW!, Thor follows a trail of blood
that threatens to consume his past, present
and future. The only hope for these ravaged
worlds is for Thor to unravel the gruesome
mystery of the God Butcher! In the distant
past, Thor follows the bloody wake of
murdered gods across the depths of space.
In the present, the Thunder God discovers
a forgotten cave that echoes with the cries
of tortured gods — and is shocked to find
himself among them! And thousands of
years from now, the last god-king of ruined
Asgard makes his final stand against the
God Butcher’s berserker legions. As three
Thors from three eras race to stop the God
Butcher, the full extent of his vicious scheme
takes terrifying shape!
Collecting Thor: God Of Thunder #1-5.

ADVENTURE TIME:
MARCELINE AND
THE SCREAM
QUEENS

NOVEL
IDEAS

ACE Comics pick of
the best new graphic
novels and collected
editions arriving from
May onwards

HAWKEYE VOL. 2:
LITTLE HITS
FRACTION | AJA |
FRANCAVILLA | HAMM |
LIEBER | WU
Marvel, 136 Pages

The year’s most critically acclaimed comic!
Ace archer Clint Barton battles Superstorm
Sandy, digital doomsday, dog detectives,
lady problems, murder for money and more
as Matt Fraction and David Aja continuetheir
exciting, adventurous reinvention of the
arrowed Avenger! Plus: The tracksuits are
back, and they’re aiming to kill!
Collecting Hawkeye (2012) #6-11.

GRAN
Boom!, 128 Pages

Thanks to a newfound interest in music,
Princess Bubblegum joins Marceline’s
paranormal rock band for a tour across the
land of Ooo! But when they’re threatened by
everything from scenesters to beasts born
of self-doubt, can they stay together long
enough to make it to the raddest gig ever?!
Written and drawn by acclaimed cartoonist
Meredith Gran (Octopus Pie) and featuring
back-up stories from some of the hottest
independent talent in comics today, including
Jen Wang (Koko Be Good), Faith Erin Hicks
(Friends with Boys) and many more!

JUDGE DREDD:
THE CAM KENNEDY
COLLECTION VOL. 1
WAGNER | KENNEDY
IDW Publishing, 248 Pages

Return to the legendary tales from MegaCity One in this first collection of tales
illustrated by Cam Kennedy!
Reprinted in classic black and white and
featuring a wealth of complete stories, this
collection features stories such as “The
Suspect,” “The Falucci Tape,” “Something
Abnormal About Norman,” and more.
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HISTORY BOOKS

With the huge volume of titles released each
week, it can be quite easy to overlook the
rich history of comic books available in the
form of back issues and graphic novels,
so we’re going to take this opportunity to
showcase some gems in Illuminations, that
you previously might have missed.
IRON MAN: EXTREMIS

WARREN ELLIS | ADI GRANOV
“It’s the beginning of a new era for Iron
Man. Renowned scribe Warren Ellis
joins forces with acclaimed illustrator Adi
Granov to redefine the armored Avenger’s
world for the 21st century - a landscape of
terrifying new technologies that threaten
to overwhelm a fragile mankind! What
is Extremis, who has unleashed it, and
what does its emergence portend for the
world?” - Marvel
For a character so popular and so well
known in the superhero universe, it’s
a little surprising to note that there is
not a huge canon of fantastic Iron Man
stories. In fact, prior to Warren Ellis’ reinvention of Iron Man in 2005,
the greatest tale of ol’ Shellhead was undoubtedly the ‘Demon In A
Bottle’ storyline from 1979!
Extremis updates Iron Man’s origin story, transposing Tony Stark’s
injury in the Vietnam War to the War in Afghanistan, and presents us
with an experimental serum which, when ingested by the angry and
revengeful Mallen, creates a super-powered new villain, hell-bent on
the destruction of Washington. When Mallen overpowers the pursuing
Iron Man, it leaves Tony with a life-changing decision to make...
Famed for writing intelligent, character driven comics such as Hellblazer,
Transmetropolitan, Planetary and Stormwatch, Warren Ellis’ take on Iron
Man is full of personality, while the dark nature of the disturbed central
villain breeds an uneasy fear of his threat. The story is smart, engaging
and features a few twists and shocks along the way.
Adi Granov’s art is both stunning and extreme as it pulls few punches
when it comes to the intense destruction caused at Mallen’s hands.
The muted palette and hyper-real imagery are a joy to view, and it’s
no surprise that, following his work on Extremis, Granov was recruited
to design the armours for all of the Iron Man motion pictures to date.

£10.99

There’s a fabulous new printing of Iron Man: Extremis
due on April 3rd 2013, just in time to coincide wih the
release of the ‘Iron Man 3’ movie. Click to the left to buy
(the book will be sent out once it has been released).

COMICS

STAFF PICKS

We’re often asked to recommend something fresh for
our customers to read at ACE Comics, so we’ve decided
to throw a few ideas in here. Lots of bows this month...

ARROW (DC)
The ‘Arrow’ comics are the printed versions of the already released
digital comics from the Arrow TV show. It’s about the billionaire playboy
Oliver Queen, also known as the hooded hero/ vigilante Green Arrow!
In each chapter (there are three digital chapters per comic) there is a
different team on each section (colours,script and art). Being a massive
fan of Green Arrow, I was excited to read these comics which are side
events of the Arrow TV show. The artwork in some comics didn’t really
look like the characters in the show, but it was mostly very good. Mike
Grell draws some of the chapters and he is famous for drawing ‘Green
Arrow: The Longbow Hunters’. In some places it can be a bit erratic, but
it’s still a great comic to read.
As it expands on things that happen in the TV episodes, if you’re a fan
of the TV show, you will definitely like it! The creative teams are taking
the TV version of the Emerald Archer in new directions and I hope they
carry on like this for the further Arrow comics. I will be reading!
- Ben (Guest Reviewer, aged 11!)

SECRET AVENGERS (MARVEL)
Having been so impressed with Marvel’s handling of Hawkeye lately
(both in the Avengers Assemble movie and the terrific Hawkeye comic),
as well as a fan of Black Widow and the espionage genre, I picked up
the Marvel NOW! Secret Avengers, relaunch.
Beginning in the middle of a mission gone awry, issue one is a self
contained story from Nick Spencer featuring the recruitment of Black
Widow and Hawkeye and an interesting initial jaunt for the team.
Spencer’s dialogue is full of character whether it’s the new Nick Fury
acting bad-ass or Hawkeye cracking jokes, and the plot serves as a
nice micro-spy-adventure. While Luke Ross’s detailed, naturalistic art is
superb, for me, it was Matthew Wilson’s colours that brought the book
to life. The S.H.I.E.L.D. Hellicarrier looks dark and hi-tech, illuminated
by a wash of shining blue computer screens. Budapest at dusk is hued
in purples and blues, and the green/grey interior of the temple(?) that
holds a captured Hawkeye is warmed by the orangey glow of lit torches.
A great start which packs drama, action, comedy and a twist into the mix!
- Marc (Non-Guest Reviewer, aged 37!)
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E-mail Biff here

THE DEATH OF A HERO AND
PRINT RUNS
It’s happened again, a hero has died. Not
for the first and not for the last.
This time it was in Batman Incorporated
#8. Damian, son of Batman and Talia is
killed.
My problem with this event is not that
another hero has died. Damian was a
flawed character trying for redemption
and to live up to the ideals of his father
and never quite found a place in my heart,
so his death leaves me unmoved.
What has moved me is that I didn’t know
this was coming. The information given to
all retailers and customers alike, was that
in #8 the storyline that Grant Morrison
was building was going to come to a
stunning conclusion. As most storylines
come to a stunning conclusion I felt no
need to increase my orders.

COMICS

Last week I did get an e-mail from DC
informing the retailer that #8 was
already sold out, before it was released!
There was to be a second printing and
I had 5 days to place my order, but any
order for the 2nd printing could not be
guaranteed as the order was already at
the printers! Still no hint at what was
going to happen in said issue. I placed
just a small order.
Then the comic comes in and we find out
that Robin dies, Damian Robin that is. Not
only that but the DC press machine has
got this event in the national papers. All
our copies fly off the shelves in under
8 hours. Those extra customers calling
in for a one off dip to try this issue
will all be disappointed as up and down
the country there are no copies. All my
regular customers who might have liked
to try the issue didn’t even get a look in.
My anger is directed at DC, this time,
but other publishers have done the same
thing in the past. Why the hell they could

not over print by 50% and send each
retailer extra copies, returnable in the
unlikely event they do not sell, I do not
know. By the time the 2nd printing and
most likely 3rd printing , hit the shelves
the moment is past. The new customer
popping in is unimpressed that the
store has no copies, our regulars are
unimpressed, blaming the retailer for the
lack of comics and not the publisher.
The further printings will not be as high
as if DC had over printed by 50% and
so DC have cost themselves profits, the
retailer profits and not gained as many
new customers as they hoped they would.
I don’t object to surprise in a storyline, I
am glad to be surprised, its fun. However,
I do object to the lack of faith , in this
case, by DC, which doesn’t capitalise fully
on the work that Grant Morrison has
done and lets us all down, the reader, the
publisher, the creators and the retailers.

Thought for the month: if a comic bought
doesn’t quite do it for you, don’t just
throw it away or file and forget. Pass it
on as someone else might enjoy the read.
That just leaves me to say on behalf of all
at ACE Colchester, Biff, Tina, Kerrie, Marc,
Guy, Evil Stu, Victoria, Colin, Ed, Glenn,
Matt and of course Joe and Bryony, Lea
in Southend, Richard and Guy in Richmond,
Ivor, Scott, Scott, Stacy, Lorna, Stuart,
Daren and Bennie in Glasgow...

...READ MORE

COMICS!!
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